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Social work’s public mandate

• To contribute to the integration of complex modern societies by 
ensuring that people have the right to belong

• This presupposes a “welfare consensus” that incorporates both a 
commitment to making it possible for people to belong (politically, 
legally and materially) and a set of demands on the agency of people 
to contribute to their belonging 

• In carrying out this mandate social workers have to constantly 
negotiate tensions and contradictions



Nuances in the meaning of “social” (welfare)

Social as universal good
• Socialist parties

• Social democratic parties

• CSU (Christlich-Soziale Union)

• Social as ethical commitment 
(Democrazia Christiana, CDU …
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Social as residual assistance 
• Social assistance (public or 

private) as last resort

• Nachtwächterstaat (night 
watchman state)



Towards a “welfare consensus” post-WWII

• Overcoming the ravages of war and Nazism / Fascism / 
racism

• Legitimating the social dimension of both capitalism and 
communism in (Cold War) competition 

• Mix of economic and social interests (peace, reconciliation, 
democratic reconstruction) driving the European Integration 
project

• Tentative European Social Policy (Delors, 1980s)



‘social’ after 1989

• ‘social’ equated with socialism and collectivism, lack of choice

• Privatisation of public goods – consumer choice

• Self-interest (mediated by the market) as most efficient means of 
distributing goods and services

• Market interests hold society together

• Fundamental change of ‘the public sphere’ into an arena of 
conflicting interests with simultaneous devolution of governance 
(multiple centres of steering, lack of accountability)



Dissolving of the ‘social consensus’ manifests 
itself in numerous discrepancies and crises
• European unification with free movement of persons and goods –

new nationalism and border controls; widening poverty gap





European national parliaments with 
representatives from right-wing populist 
parties in December 2017
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Dissolving of the ‘social consensus’ manifests 
itself in numerous discrepancies and crises
• European unification with free movement of persons and goods –

new nationalism and border controls; widening poverty gap

• Personal identity as a matter of choice from infinite possibilities –
labels and brands as constitutive of life-style and identity

• Cancellation of inter-generational contract: children needed more 
than ever / children more of a financial burden than ever; fear of 
‘aging society’  / celebration of eternal youth; personal independence 
/ higher reliance on assistance and health services





Old-age dependency ratios (population 65+ vs population 20-
64) will increase in all Member States until 2060



Profound effects on social work (although social workers 
are specialists in dealing with discrepancies) 

• Negotiating degree  of personal responsibility and ‘agency’ in the 
context of structural resource questions

• Identity as “the right to be myself” as against expectations of growth, 
change and ‘normalisation’: identity formation is a collective process, 
aimed at individuality, which presupposes an (open) community

• Social work with families: child protection or intrusiveness? Child care 
and welfare a private or a public matter of responsibility?

• Social work services in the public domain – despite contracting out 
and diversification? Market of care services?



Social work – a public service?

• The dimension of ‘the social’ is constituted by both private and public 
processes and sets of relationships and cannot be reduced to one or 
the other exclusively

• Social work therefore has also a public mandate in distinction from 
counselling or therapy

• Current political developments are aimed at restricting the public 
dimension of the mandate and to emphasise the private which leaves 
social work potentially with fewer tensions but less able to fulfil its 
mandate



Social work is a public service, 
not on account of its organisational structure 

but on account of its competences. 

Conflicts and contradictions are what can be expected in all fields of social 
work because social life is basically a confrontation with conflicts. This is as 
much mirrored in the social-psychological principles of human development, 
where the right measure of autonomy and dependency is a constant issue 
throughout the life cycle and in all forms of human relationships, as it is 
represented in the search for political priorities in society. It appears that with 
the ending of the grand scenarios of ideological controversies, between 
capitalism and socialism, left and right, the ability to take position 
controversially has given way either to post-modern indifference or to 
assertions of self-interest in the form of fake news, historical or geographical 
fixpoints, or genetic or neurological constituents. 



Citizenship as a contractual form of belonging

Granted to those who ’deserve’ to 
belong

Evidenced through ‘conformity’

• blood relation

• Historical priority claims

• Language

• Religion

• Conforming behaviour
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Granted to those who contract to 
uphold shared principles

Acknowledgement of (private) 
diversity

• Equality of rights

• Freedom to pursue personal 
interests (religion, life style)

• Adherence to principles of 
democracy and commitment to 
common good



Social work and social citizenship

• Citizenship seen as an ongoing process

• Negotiating the terms of belonging with “both sides”

• The right to belong is not unconditional, but people on the margins 
need to be facilitated in making their contribution

• Social work practice is based on a dialectic practice that aims at 
overcoming the splitting of tensions into opposing alternatives. 


